Appendix 1: Inclusion criteria by review stage

**Stage 1: Title screening**

- **Date range:** No restrictions
- **Study design:** No restrictions
- **Analysis:** No restrictions
- **Participants:** No restrictions
- **Setting:** Should not specify/ imply setting other than US (retain if multiple)
- **Exposure:** Should mention providers/access and/or one or more supply-side* abortion policies
- **Outcome:** Should mention abortion rates and/or women’s health outcomes

*Supply-side: Pertainsto facilities and/or providers (i.e., TRAP, ASC, radius). Include papers on funding cuts at this stage. Exclude if explicitly demand-side (i.e., parental consent, ultrasound, waiting periods), but retain if unclear or if multiple policies are mentioned. Mention of policy is more important than outcome at first stage screening.

**Stage 2: Abstract screening**

- **Date range:** No restrictions
- **Study design:** No restrictions
- **Analysis:** No restrictions
- **Participants:** Women (15-44) residing in any/all US states
- **Setting:** United States
- **Exposure:** Must mention providers/access and/or one or more supply-side abortion policies
- **Outcome:** Must mention or allude to abortion rates and/or women’s health outcomes

*When in doubt, opt to include for full text screen*

**Stage 3: Full text screening**

- **Date range:** No restrictions
- **Study design:** Original reports only (no reviews, policy statements, etc.)
- **Analysis:** Quantitative (exclude if qualitative)
- **Participants:** Women (15-44) residing in any/all US states
- **Setting:** United States
- **Exposure:** One or more supply-side abortion policies**
- **Outcome:** Abortion rates and/or women’s health outcomes

**Exclude if:** Policy/policies are not the primary exposure (exclude if covariates)